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And So Begins the Age of Normal Childhoods

Born into postcommunist normalcy: members of the 2009/2010 Student Council in Elementary and Junior High School
in the village of Stara Prawda (pop. 280) near Lublin, Poland. Photo by their faculty sponsor Piotr Poêniak (last row, first
from left). Reproduced by permission. The School’s cheerful webpage: <www.staraprawda.stoczeklukowski.pl/
index.html>.
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Our Take

Christopher Zakrzewski has
completed a new prose translation
of Adam Mickiewicz’s Pan Tadeusz
[1834]. In September 2008
Sarmatian Review published Book
Two of his translation; this issue
contains Book One, perhaps the
best-known and most beloved part
of this poem. In his comments on
the
translation,
Professor
Zakrzewski remarked that it took
him a long time to discover that Pan
Tadeusz translates best into prose
rather than the iambic pentameter
in which it originally was written.
We concur. Like all truly great
works of literature, Pan Tadeusz can
be read in many ways. A prose
rendition makes its page-turning
plot come forth, wrapped in gentle
romantic irony. We shall publish the
subsequent books as space permits.
Professor Marek Troszyƒski’s
article was read at the International
Herbert Conference in Warsaw,
May 10–12, 2008. It is one of those
rare texts that makes the reader
shout eureka! Why hasn’t someone
noticed this before? Troszyƒski
came up with the idea that the
Mickiewicz-Słowacki relationship
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from almost two centuries ago finds
a parallel in the Miłosz-Herbert
relationship in the twentieth
century. Indeed, Mickiewicz and
Miłosz tend to gloss over the thorny
side of colonialism in Poland,
whereas Słowacki and Herbert
never come to terms with it. The
tone of Herbert’s “Mr. Cogito’s
Envoy” is totally alien to Miłosz’s
poetry; the serenity of the Polish
country manor in Pan Tadeusz
could never have been conjured up
by Słowacki. Perhaps the difference
between two major parties in
Poland, PO and PiS, with their bitter
and unseemly hostilities, can also
be described in terms provided by
Professor Troszyƒski.
We are honored to have Professor
Anne Barbeau Gardiner review the
first modern translation into English
of the odes and epigrams of Casimir
Britannicus (a.k.a. Kazimierz
Maciej Sarbiewski). Sarbiewski
wrote in Latin, and his popularity
among both Catholics and
Protestant in England remains
something of a mystery. We are also
delighted to present a review of the
first English translation of Stefan
Îeromski’s PrzedwioÊnie (The
Coming Spring). The translation by
Bill Johnston (who also translated
Îeromski’s The Faithful River) is
the first step in integrating this great
novelist into mainstream history of
the novel. The Memoirs of Joseph
Conrad’s uncle’s are reviewed by
Joanna Rostropowicz Clark; much
can be learned from the book and
from the review. Finally, a book
about the “Sarmatian” literature of
seventeenth-century Poland is
reviewed by Professor Anna
Nowicka-Struska.
◊
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Sarmatian Review Data
Professions that offer the worst chances of employment in Poland, and those where demand outstrips
supply
Politology: in 2009 there were 581 candidates for one job.
Agricultural technician: 193 candidates for one job.
Physical labor without specialization: four job offers per one candidate.
Office clerk: three offers per candidate.
Body guard: one job per candidate.
Sales personnel: 1.5 jobs per candidate.
Number of professions surveyed: 60.

Source: Anna CieÊlak-Wróblewska in Rzeczpospolita, 11 August 2009.

Overproduction of graduates with degrees in humanities and the Polish job market
Number of jobless university graduates in Poland in 2009: 22,000.
Reasons for unemployment: virtually all unemployed have degrees in humanities.
Professions in which hiring is vigorous and employment is increasing: science and engineering, 10.5 percent
increase for university graduates; hotels and restaurants, 6.4 percent increase; construction, 5.7 percent; water
and waste management, 3.5 percent; car repair, 3.5 percent.
Industries where employment is decreasing: clothes manufacturing, 14.8 percent; car industry, 12.8 percent;
furniture production, 7.4 percent; tool and die production, 4.6 percent.
Unemployment in Poland in September 2009: 10.9 percent.
Source: Central Statistical Office, <http://www.stat.gov.pl/cps/rde/xbcr/gus/PUBL_oz_inform_o_syt_spolgosp_kraju_I_III_kw_2009.pdf>, accessed 26 October 2009; http://cyniczny77.blog.onet.pl/
3425904,270342316,1,200,200,63814866,270907985,4803321,0,forum.html (accessed 26 October 2009).

Poles’ opinions about relations with neighbors
Percentage of Poles who think that Polish-German relations are good: 35 percent.
Percentage of Poles who think that Polish-Russian relations are good: 4 percent.
Percentage of Poles who think that Polish-German and Polish-Russian relations are bad: 10 percent and 40
percent, respectively.
Percentage of Poles who believe that the Polish government truly wants a reconciliation with Russia: 71 percent.
Percentage of Poles who believe that the Russian government wants such reconciliation: 26 percent.
Source: CBOS poll, as reported by Michał Jankowski in Donosy, no. 4962 (16 September 2009).

Opinions of Poles about Polish sovereignty
Percentage of Poles who think that ceding too much power to the European Union threatens sovereignty: 73
percent.
Further dangers to sovereignty as perceived by respondents: activities of German organizations serving the socalled expellees: 71 percent; weakness of Polish economy: 54 percent; low quality of Poland’s political elites:
51 percent; energy insecurity and energy dependence on Russia: 38 percent.
Source: Telephone poll conducted by GfK Polonia for Rzeczpospolita on 7–8 November 2009,
as reported by Rzeczpospolita, 10 November 2009.

Decreasing popularity of Prime Minister Donald Tusk and his party
Percentage of Poles who supported Donald Tusk’s government in October 2009: 38 percent.
Percentage of Poles who supported Tusk in October 2008: 54–58 percent.

Source: CBOS poll, as reported by Michał Jankowski in Donosy, no. 4980 (28 October 2009).

Gas sales from Russia to Poland
Amount of gas Russia has agreed to sell Poland until 2037: 11 billion cubic meters per year.

Source: Agnieszka Łakoma, Rzeczpospolita, 30 October 2009.

Money in circulation in Poland
Amount of money in circulation in October 2009: 710.9 billion zloties, an 11.8 percent increase over October
2008.

Source: National Bank of Poland, as reported by Łukasz Wilkowicz in Rzeczpospolita, 13 November 2009.
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Russian education in 2009
Number of rural schools in Russia that close annually: 800.
Number of rural schools that closed “in the last several years”: 12,000.
Percentage of Russians who never read books: 35 percent.
Among those who read, the kind of book most in demand: pulp fiction.
Percentage of Russians who have never bought a book: 50 percent.

Source: Yuri Zarakhovich, “Medvedev Calls for an Intellectual Breakthrough as Russian Education Declines,”
Eurasia Daily Monitor, vol. 6, no. 188 (14 October 2009).

World economic crisis and Russia
Percentage decline of Russian exports of chemical industry products in the first nine months of 2009: 41 percent.
Percentage decline of exports of heavy machinery: 38 percent.
Percentage decline of total industrial production in that period: 16.5 percent.
Percentage decline (as estimated by the World Bank) of Russian GDP in 2009: 8.7 percent.
Year in which Russia is expected to reach pre-crisis GDP: 2012.
Estimated unemployment in Russia in 2009: 9 percent.
Percentage decline (as estimated by the World Bank) of world GDP in 2009: 2.2 percent.
World Bank estimate of the average price of oil in 2010: 75.3 dollars.

Sources: Sergei Shelin, “Vtorogodniki spada” and Andrei Kovalevskii et al., “Khristenko vypisal tabletku ot padeniia,”
<gazeta.ru>, 15 October 2009; Olga Tanas, “Chetvertoe padenie Rossii,” <gazeta.ru>, 11 November 2009
(accessed 11 November 2009).

Chechnya in 2009
Number of Chechens in Russian jails accused of participating in national insurrections: 20,000.
Among these, percentage of those who never participated in any armed struggle: 90 percent.
Akhmed Zakayev’s opinion about the attempt to establish a supranational Islamic Emirate in the Caucasus: this
was conceived by Russia’s FSB in their Lubyanka offices.
Further developments foreseen by Zakayev: Russia will present a statement at the UN Security Council meeting
saying that the Islamic Emirate is part of Al-Qaeda, is supported by Georgia, and should be destroyed by any
means.
Memorable quote: “In order to continue making Chechens destroy one another, [the managers in Moscow] make
sure that there always are two camps in Chechnya, radically at war with each other.”
Source: Exiled Chechen intellectual Akhmed Zakayev, in an interview with Russian daily Kommersant-Vlast’,
no. 42 (845), 26 October 2009.

Success has many fathers
Recent claimants to participation in the fall of the Berlin Wall in November 1989: Russian Ambassador to
NATO Dmitrii Rogozin and deputy head of the Russian Duma Vladimir Zhirinovskii claimed a lead role for
Mikhail Gorbachev; General Wojciech Jaruzelski, strangulator of the Solidarity Labor Movement, who claimed
credit for himself.
Sources: Dziennik, 11 November 2009 (www.dziennik.pl/polityka/article477650/
Umre_jako_zolnierz_Syberia_byla_gorsza.html); Kommersant, 11 November 2009 (www.kommersant.ru/
doc.aspx?DocsID=1272523&ThemesID=635), both accessed 11 November 2009.

Gay Poland
Number of people participating in the publicity-rich “Gay March to King Władysław Warneƒczyk’s (1424–
1444) grave in the Wawel Cathedral”: nine, including two Hungarians.

Source: Ewa Łosiƒska, “Krakowski marsz gejów,” Rzeczpospolita, 31 October 2009.

Our electronic future
Growth rate of electronically-conveyed information in 2009: every two years the total available information
doubles.
Estimated growth rate of electronically-conveyed information in 2030: every 72 days the amount of electronic
information will double.
Source: Eric Mistewicz, “Gazety si∏ koƒczà, czas na internet,” Dziennik Gazeta Prawna (Poland), 11 November 2009.
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ON THE SHOULDERS
OF GIANTS
Herbert and Miłosz
An Essential Dispute

Marek Troszyƒski

in memory of Krzysztof Zaleski

The dispute between Herbert and Miłosz may be interpreted
against the background of one of the major personal disputes
in Polish cultural history: the"legendary antagonism between
Mickiewicz and Słowacki. The polemics between the bards,
irrespective of emigrant gossip or scholarly folklore, had a
permanent axis, with regard to which the two developed
fundamentallyy different attitudes. The touchstone was their
view of the chivalric idea. For Słowacki, it was the"universal
symbol of humanity, whereas Mickiewicz betrayed that idea
in Konrad Wallenrod and caricatured it in Pan Tadeusz.
A"shade of that old dispute emerges in the polemics between
Herbert and Miłosz: Herbert’s view is close to Słowacki’s
apotheosis of the princes of Polish historical memory: the
knight Zawisza the Black and the priest Father Marek.

O

n the surface, the matter seems simple. There
were two poets, both from!the Eastern
borderlands of the old Rzeczpospolita—one
from Lithuania, the other from Ukraine. The latter’s
mother was of Armenian descent. Although the age
difference between the two was no more than a decade,
history turned it into a generation gap. Both spent
important years of their lives in Paris. On one occasion
they had a famous argument at a crowded party that
was differently recounted and interpreted by various
sources—besides, the company was believed to be well
in their cups. The younger one wrote a vitriolic poem
against his older colleague. Although he was younger,
he passed away first. They both lived in an epoch
replete with events essential to Poland, but they
perceived them in different ways.
Czes ł aw Mi ł osz and Zbigniew Herbert. Adam
Mickiewicz and Juliusz Słowacki. Both duos match
the above description in every respect, the!biographical
facts being authentic even if selected with an intentional
bias. Such a coincidence of views and fortunes must
evoke anxiety and reflection, even though the lifetimes
in question are separated by a hundred years and by
cosmic earthquakes in the Polish homeland. One could
focus on the no-less-important differences in these
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relationships, but it seems more worth while to explore
the convergences. Indeed, much evidence can be
produced to support the view that these are not mere
accidents: they are successive manifestations of a
paradigm that, through cyclic reenactments, displays
its essential significance for Poland. It is a key element
of Polish cultural identity.
Hidden in their polemics and attired in a uniform
of an insurgent cadet or a colourful uhlan, the
medieval idea of"chivalry became the focus of
Miłosz’s and Herbert’s views on the most important
things in life expressed by each of them through
different means.
Anna Czabanowska Wróbel quotes Adam
Zagajewski’s formula: “In his volume of essays titled
Obrona žarliwoÊci [In Defense of Passion]. . . he
argued, having generally Miłosz and Herbert in mind,
that contemporary Polish poets stood on the shoulders
of Giants.”[1] Miłosz and Herbert, perceived as the
giants—a bedrock—by the New Wave [Nowa Fala]
poets, were also aware of the generational relay and
invoked their great predecessors. Ostentatiously and
repeatedly Miłosz stressed his respect for Mickiewicz
while simultaneously emphasizing his strong
abomination toward Mickiewicz’s adversary Juliusz
Słowacki, whereas Herbert chose Słowacki to be his
master and patron.
What I have left out in this collection of surprising
coincidences—apart from the parenthetical reference
to their altercation during the “alcoholic” feasts—is
the!fundamental antagonism between the two bards.
In the case of Słowacki and Mickiewicz, the conflict
could fill a monograph: multi-layered, extensive,
exhaustive, triggered by personal misunderstandings
and differences in poetic artistry, as well as by their
attitude toward the present and toward the history of
Polish emigration. The seed of discord, brought over
from their Vilnius (Wilno) times, was first activated
by Mickiewicz in his famous saying about a beautiful
church without God inside. The dislike shown by the
“Great First” lasted throughout Słowacki’s lifetime (or
perhaps even longer) with fluctuating intensity, and a
few temporary thaws as well, and had a significant
influence on Słowacki’s work and on crystallizing his
view of the world. On the other hand, the disagreements
between Herbert and Miłosz were vigorously pursued
and utilized in public by sensation-seeking journalists
immediately after they emerged. In contrast to that and
perhaps unexpectedly, literary scholars took the
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opposite stand, as they pointed out similarities rather
than differences and argued for “an extraliterary nature
of the alleged essential differences.”[2]. In a
reconnaissance ventured across the !Herbert/Miłosz
relations, peppered by a great deal of reservations and
objections, the research focuses on the allegedly
predominant areas of shared attitudes, values, concepts,
and so on. The conflict is shifted into a taboo area, and
talking about it becomes not so much politically
incorrect as certainly not very welcome.[3]
Disputes and conflicts—as points of tension and
intersecting and clashing ideas—are not only more
attractive for researchers than a catalogue of “confirmed
similarities,” but they can also lead us to problems
crucial for the culture they represent. Such is the dispute
between Mickiewicz and Krasiƒski which Maria Janion
refers to in an interview in Tygodnik Powszechny: “It
is not limited to the period of Romanticism, it engages
the entire 19th and 20th century, it is an unalienable part
of the modern Polish cultural paradigm”[4] In Herbert’s
and Miłosz’s case, the dispute took place beyond an
open forum, in a private space, and is known only from
letters published after much delay.
Regardless of the air of scholarly folklore and mutual
campaign fueling the actual and alleged antagonisms
between the bards (Słowacki and Mickiewicz), our
respect for them and their work should be based
on!an!assumption that there was more to this dispute
than an inveterate animosity. It should be presumed
that the conflict also marks an axis of the Polish
argument about the principle of the society’s identity.
Has our generation faced a repetition of that argument?
Did the contemporary poets follow the declared paths
of tradition set by!the!predecessors they invoke—did
Miłosz follow Mickiewicz and Herbert Słowacki?
What is the deep ideological nature of that Romantic
argument, and!can reminiscences thereof be traced in
the contemporary poets’ dispute? And finally: can the
core and the weight of that argument influence the
reception of the contemporary poets’ antagonism or fuel
it today?
Let us start with an excursion into the diverse and
multi-layered antagonism between the Romantic bards.
It would be impossible to grasp all the phenomena
under this name—Manfred Kridl’s prewar study of the
issue filled the entire monograph.[5] This essay focuses
on its “anthropological” dimension, in order to
emphasize the point that became the main criterion and
signal for both poets: their reception of the chivalric
tradition. Their atttitude toward chivalry is the
touchstone of their views. Rooted in Antiquity and
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subsequently Christianized, this tradition, treated
ironically or gravely, is present particularly at times
when a military act becomes a challenge for the
generation—as in both epochs under consideration.
Słowacki’s polemics with Mickiewicz started with
Kordian and continued with Beniowski. It had to do
with the former ’s vigorous objection to
Mickiewicz’s!Machiavellian argument that encouraged
the vanquished and the weaker to use deceit and treason
as their weapons. Mickiewicz did not reveal the origin
of his motto in Konrad Wallenrod;[6] scholars
discovered it later. Słowacki strongly objected to
propagandizing such a motto. A word had the power
of bringing people to action—it indeed became flesh
when Wallenrod became embodied in the assault on
the Belweder Palace in 1830. The poet’s genius should
have predicted the effect of following Kordian’s tragic
example that produced one!hundred thousand traitors
out of just one.
For Słowacki a knight was an emblem of humanity
at its best; he depicted the greatness of this vocation
under the patronage of Archangel Michael. The image
of a knight was recalled by Słowacki on many
occasions, for instance in Kordian in the vision of
Grzegorz, an old servant and Napoleonic veteran, who
saw the figure of a knight standing on top of a pyramid.
For Słowacki!betraying the idea of chivalry was a
sacrilege. He was always interested in relentless
characters who would not surrender until the bitter end,
until kenosis, until annihilation. Such was Mother
Makryna (as a literary character, not the!actual
historical impostor); such was the Constant Prince from
Calderon’s drama translated by Słowacki; such were
Father Marek, Zawisza the Black, General Sowiƒski,
and many others. In his later years Słowacki gave poetic
expression to the identity of a knight in the following
sentence: “The spirit of life is a proud knight,/And its
sight is directed upwards.”[7] As a counterpoint to this
ideal, Słowacki depicted the figure of a colourful uhlan
who charges on with his pointed lance and a!banner
flapping in the wind—a!caricature and negation of
chivalry. Disrespect for the idea of chivalry was what
Słowacki later believed to be the major flaw in!(the
otherwise so much praised) Pan Tadeusz where, he
wrote,“The duel is ridiculed and a [drunken] brawl is
exalted.”[8] Słowacki derided fake knights and
colourful uhlans, but did not allow any derision toward
or humiliation of the idea of knighthood. He foresaw
the danger of challenging the fundamentals—and
whenever he saw the threat of such a challenge coming,
he reacted with a firm non possum!
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Słowacki’s interpretation of his adversary’s works,
in which he exposed the!latter ’s negative and
deconstructive attitude toward chivalry, is convincing
and justified. Although Mickiewicz did not intend to
poke fun at that ideal in his writings, it cannot be denied
that he often presented chivalry in an unfavorable light
and was more interested in deviations and instances of
departure from the rules than in the core of the rules.
He referred to the examples of knightly insubordination
and its tragic personal consequences lightly; asa reader
Słowacki interpreted and correctly predicted the longterm significance and effect of Mickiewicz’s
trivialization of chivalry.
Disrespect for the idea of chivalry was what Słowacki
later believed to be the major flaw in"(the otherwise so
much praised) Pan Tadeusz where, he wrote,“The duel
is ridiculed and a [drunken] brawl is exalted.”
In a complicated body of relations between Miłosz
and Herbert, personal matters intermingle with poetic
work. I take it for granted that the stream of reasons
and beliefs cherished by the narrator, the “lyrical I” of
a literary work, is rooted in the author’s personal canon
of values and beliefs. What I suggest here is confronting
the contemporary poets’ views on the matter that set
them at a fundamental variance. Hidden in the shade
of their key polemics and attired in a uniform of an
insurgent cadet or a colourful uhlan, the medieval idea
of chivalry became the focus of both poets’ views on
the most important things in life expressed by each of
them through different means. The feudal origins of
chivalry (chivalry precedes the birth of the national
states) suggests the universal nature of knighthood as
a model of virtue in Christian Europe. In the Romantic
period that universal aspect was not lost or appropriated
solely for the sake of national mythologies. It often
survived in its original meaning. In many cases,
however, it was ridiculed, as in Mickiewicz.
Miłosz’s attitude toward that Romantic ambivalence
concerning chivalry seems to derive from!his routine
dislike of this tradition. In spite of the broad span
of!Miłosz’s views—indeed, “Miłosz’s entire work
develops in self-contradictions” [9]—in this regard we
face an amazing consistency. For Miłosz a knight is an
anachronism—on one occasion he even speaks of
“atavism.” Chivalric literature such as The Song of
Roland is anachronistic because “no one will read The
Song of Roland unless forced to do so in school. This
work belongs to a tradition that has already been
assimilated in culture, and young people imbibe it by
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osmosis, so to speak.”[10] Let us listen to these words:
starzyzna obumarłej formacji zasymilowana we
fragmentach [the dead tradition partly assimilated]. In
Mickiewicz’s Konrad Wallenrod, Romantic irony
makes the knight’s faithfulness a dubious issue. In his
history of Polish literature, Miłosz describes the poem
in terms of “the call of the wild,” that being his
description of!an overwhelming power, always
victorious in confrontation with any cultural
background. Konrad Wallenrod “behaves like the
christened and tamed Indians who turn against their
masters when they hear ‘their blood calling.’ ” [11]
A coincidence, or perhaps this Mickiewicz-related
provenance, is observed by!Włodzimierz Bolecki with
regard to the idea of ketman: “It might be intriguing to
compare Miłosz’s ketman [in The Captive Mind] with
Wallenrodism. Were these two sets of attitudes related?
Ketman was rooted in a lie, in ‘complete cynicism’[12],
and it permitted nihilism. With regard to ketman, Miłosz
wrote in The Captive Mind: ‘Man is empty inside. . .
man is a function of social forces.’ At the same time,
Miłosz wrote that ‘ketman consists in creating oneself
against something else.’ But was it possible to ‘create
oneself’ and come to fulfillment in this situation? Was
not the price for practicing ketman higher than the
effects of this self-realization? After all, as we learned
from Mickiewicz, Wallenrodism ultimately means selfdestruction.”[13] At this point it is worth remembering
that according to Miłosz, the Jesuit reservatio mentalis
(mentioned in his comments about his complicated
relationship with the!communist authorities) is a
spiritual legacy of Machiavelli, and so is the motto
Mickiewicz chose to precede his poem about
Wallenrod.
Miłosz’s depiction of the idea of chivalry is
striking—always and only in the distorting mirror of
historical concretization selected in a biased and onesided manner: “The story of the Christian mission was
in fact the story of murder, rape, and banditism, while
the black cross remained for a long time a symbol of
destruction more thorough than the plague,” Miłosz
opines in!Native Realm.[14] In Słowacki’s works,
where a knight is always a!universal! model of
humanity, a parallel caricature and an!image of a
pseudo-knight (a colourful uhlan, a half-knight) also
appears. In Miłosz’s world, however, the “real” knight
is absent; there is only the caricatured uhlan referred
to in Traktat poetycki:
And the poet hated the uhlan
More than the bohème once hated the bourgeois.
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[The poet] mocked the flag and despised the colors.[15]

Had it not been for Miłosz’s irrational allergies,
prejudices, and!resentment of which he ostentatiously
boasted, he might have found more inspiration in
Słowacki’s work and thought. He might also have
realized with!astonishment that Słowacki was not
entirely absent in his work. There are many indications
that Miłosz was subconsciously influenced by
Słowacki’s themes, and therefore cautiously kept them
out of view—indeed, both “Lechites” (a derogatory
term to!describe Poles) and the argument on “dual
background” come directly from Lilla Weneda.[16]
For Miłosz, the meaning of knightly conduct is
reduced to a universal apotheosis of bloodshed. This
is how he read the poems of a young German poet
whom he met in Paris before the war: “Guenther, a
young Nazi, recited his poems that sounded like the
clamor of swords. He was glorifying the knightly
epoch, sacrifice, and blood.”[17] Even earlier, during
his university years, he discerned elements of knightly
conduct in the code of student fraternities. He was
irritated by their “style of cockfight and military
honor.”[18] Here the “cockfight” does not seem to
equal the “call of the wild”—that overwhelming,
irresistible urge that Mickiewicz assigned to Wallenrod.
After all, a rival association of which Miłosz himself
was a member, Akademicki Klub Włócz∏gów
(University Vagabonds’ Club), defined itself through
opposition to these fraternity codes. Its members
“conducted an ironic war with student corporations that
felt helpless in being attacked by people who did not
believe in duels or in matters of honor.”[19] Yet as
psychologists have pointed out, defining oneself in
opposition to something usually means being
influenced by that something.
The years of German (and, in the East, Soviet)
occupation became a test: fidelity to ideals suddenly
became something more than a schoolboy fashion.
Miłosz stresses the popularity of Joseph Conrad in
wartime Warsaw; however, he does not share or yield
to this fascination. When referring to the views of
[Marxist] Tadeusz Kroƒski, who “regarded as a
constitutive trait of the Fascist view of the world . . .
an absolutization of values, regardless of whether what
was glorified was raison d’état, fatherland, or
nation,”[20] Miłosz seems to focus on Kroƒski’s
conceptual system, which he finds most acceptable.
Yet Miłosz’s views, often seemingly translucent, are a
complex system of various superstitions dressed up in
rational rhetoric rather than a clear presentation of a
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lucid philosophical system.[21] In one of Miłosz’s
letters to Thomas Merton a Wallenrodean motif
appears, and it is presented as a chain of logical
implications: “The inevitability of Russian victory,
Caesar’s rule over the entire world, and the only thing
left to us: deceiving the Caesar.”[22]
Irrespective of the trap of!Miłosz’s contradictory
views and arbitrary statements, his views of chivalry
are in fact fairly perceptible, unambiguous, and
surprisingly consistent. They imply an impossibility
of win-win settlements in the real world, they contradict
the evangelical principle But let your communication
be, Yea, yea; Nay, nay: for whatsoever is more than
these cometh of evil (Matthew 5:37). Miłosz reverses
this principle completely when he writes: “Every
alleged recitation of ‘bare facts’ is in fact a political
decision. These diabolical categories of ‘yes’ and ‘no’
may work in small personal circles, but in a larger
context they are crushed into powder” [23] [Italics
mine, MT]. For Miłosz, the necessity to polarize and
to make clear choices is a fiendish thing. Presented in
a biased and trivialized manner, the principle of chivalry
is thus completely annihilated since there is no reason
to make a final choice of a!set of values and to serve
them faithfully.
In contrast, Herbert has no anti-Romantic phobias
and he reads the language of tradition in a different
way. He also consistently regarded Słowacki as his
patron. This choice is not tantamount to cultivation of
animosity against Słowacki’s great opponent
Mickiewicz—on the contrary, Herbert speaks highly
of the latter’s work as well. Nevertheless, he finds his
spiritual provenience predominantly in Słowacki.
Herbert’s temperament makes him willing to make
unequivocal judgments about others’ art or poetry. Józef
Maria Ruszar notes: “One is amazed at the temperature
of Zbigniew Herbert’s relation to both his own and
others‘ work, to art and poetry. Vehement rejection or
ecstatic ruptures, ‘humble admiration’ or ‘deep
resentment,’ ‘humble tribute’ or sarcasm—these
extreme attitudes are frequently adopted by the author
of Rovigo.”[24] In a volume of studies under the
characteristic title Dialog i spór. Zbigniew Herbert a
inni poeci i eseiÊci [Dialogue and Dispute: Zbigniew
Herbert versus other Poets and Essayists], one chapter,
with nearly superstitious caution, deals with the literary
dimension of the dispute between Herbert and Miłosz.
However, the volume does not deal with authors of the
past beyond Norwid, nor was there any room made for
Herbert’s dialogue with Słowacki, so full of reverence
and acceptance.
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Herbert’s in-depth reception of Słowacki’s works is
almost metaphysical: it is based on a feeling of their
mutual relation to the Caucasus Mountains. Herbert
cherished the!memory of his Armenian grandmother,
Maria née Bałaban. He emphasized that “Juliusz
Słowacki, too, came from the remotest borderland,
Armenia, through his mother’s mother.”[25] Even
within the changed vocabulary of the contemporary
poetic lyrics, there are traces of assimilation of
Słowacki’s works in Herbert. Substantial fragments of
Słowacki’s works were stored in Herbert’s conscious
and unconscious memory. Delighted with the ease of
Słowacki’s rhyme, Herbert recalls a stanza from
Beniowski in which the author resists an apology for
deceit that is implied in Mickiewicz’s poem:
The Wallenrodism [which Mickiewicz depicted]
Did a great deal of good—indeed!
It ushered in a method in betrayal
And created a hundred thousand traitors out of the first
one.[26]

Out of the entire poem, which abounds in digressions
and sparks with innovative rhymes and rhythms,
Herbert invokes just these four lines. He must have
memorized them not only because of their accessibility,
but also because they were an essential memento.
The origin of the chivalric motif in Herbert’s works
goes back to pre-Christian times. He mentions not only
Hector and Achilles, but also Gilgamesh. He is not
afraid of being declared anachronistic or ludicrous; on
the contrary, he accepts the price of remaining true to
his convictions because “during the time of terror, each
moral gesture seems incredibly ridiculous. Onto the
stage of a modern drama steps out a chap in full armor.
A vehement gale of laughter. Even now, when we all
agree that one should have opted for truth and freedom
in those times of terror, our declarations sound
somewhat uneasy. Yet there was not, and there is not,
any other way.”[27] The fact that Herbert transcended
the fear of being ridiculed is also shown by the
“flagship” character of his poetry, called Mr. Cogito.
In the poem “About Mr. Cogito’s two legs” [O dwu
nogach Pana Cogito], Mr. Cogito’s eponymous legs
are ill-matched—one belongs to Sancho Panza, while
the other “resembles a wandering knight’s.” In some
contemporary interpretations of Don Quixote, these two
characters are seen as the manifestations of the two
sides of one personality.[28] In the first volume of
Cervantes’s novel Sancho Panza is spurred on by his
master’s imagination, whereas in the second volume,
as the leader’s enthusiasm subsides, Sancho takes over
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the latter’s role and encourages him to search for new
victories. By combining the aspects of both characters,
Mr. Cogito experiences humanity in its fullness;
however, the consequence of the incommensurability
of the two legs is that he “walks across the world
staggering slightly.”
Miłosz’s skeptical assessment of representatives of
the “heroic” war generation (the so-called “generation
of Columbuses”) is unacceptable to Herbert. He
extricates them from Miłosz’s tight cage of
antinationalist frenzy which he believes is an incorrect
place for them, because “their souls desired life,
adventure, God, and truth.”[29] Despite Słowacki’s
“anachronistic” interpretations of Polish
Romanticism,[30] Herbert intuitively follows the great
formula of his master who set a clear hierarchy of
values. Thus Herbert states that “we could not serve
an army, or even a Poland, in which there would be no
truth and no God.”[31] Such is their shared axiology.
What matters is the truth and its Guarantor, transcendent
and independent of human whims. The chivalric code
is its function, and only for this reason is it so important
to Herbert. It is a historical quintessence of Christian
and Mediterranean tradition, both intellectual and
moral. Once adopted, this axiom makes the playing of
games pitiful; it removes the gradability of choices. In
contrast, Miłosz considers the necessity of choices to
be a!devil’s machine. Herbert says, “For me, the choice
is the first decisive step, the first ‘no,’ what follows is
the consequences.”[32]
On a number of occasions, Herbert refers to the
legend of General Sowiƒski as presented in Słowacki’s
poem “Sowiƒski on the Ramparts of Wola.” He recalls
“a small episode in this wartime massacre, an image.
General Sowiƒski leaning against the altar, and standing
on his wooden leg:”
In the old church in Wola district
There was only one man left:
The man with the wooden leg, General Sowiƒski.

Of the entire collection of “constant princes,” Herbert
selects that old and crippled general, perhaps in order
to show that what chivalry stands for is not the cocky
and physically fit phalanx youth, but an old man whose
body may be disabled but whose spirit is strong.
Herbert’s views in this respect are consistent and
free of the “leaps of dialectal thinking.” “Yea” is “yea”
and “nay” is “nay”—an attitude ridiculed by!Miłosz
as “one order of steak.”[33] An attentive reading of
the texts of both poets clearly shows how polarized
their outlooks really were. The division is apparent in
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poetic practice and in statements of personal belief.
Critic Jan Tomkowski stated that “to separate [Miłosz’s
and Herbert’s] private views from their world views is
an extremely difficult matter.”[34]. Despite many
attempts to trivialize and hide the disputes, the grand
disagreement between the two poets is worth bringing
to light. What separates them is their divergent attitudes
toward the most important element of tradition. As
Tomkowski argues, “The polemics and quarrels of
outstanding writers can always teach us important
things.”[35] The polemics of these two outstanding
personalities, supported by their biographies and the
books they wrote, are more authentic than the disputes
and conflicts that are merely ideological clashes in
which personalities remain uninvolved. Hence
Słowacki and!Mickiewicz; hence Herbert and Miłosz.
Their lives and works are inextricably connected. They
bequeathed to us their struggles with everyday life and
also a whiff of!metaphysics— the enchanted Herbert
telling an emotion-filled story of Słowacki walking
down the streets of Paris with a red rose, and Miłosz
leaning over to put a red rose on Herbert’s coffin. ◊
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M

aciej Kazimierz Sarbiewski, known
affectionately as “Casimir” in early modern
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Britain, was a major neo-Latin poet whose work—
consisting of 133 odes in the style of Horace grouped
into four “books” and 145 epigrams in the style of
Martial—raised admiration across Europe at a time
when Latin was the international language of the
educated class and when the literary authority of the
Ancients remained unchallenged. Born in Sarbiewo in
1595, Casimir joined the Jesuits in 1612; studied in
Vilnius and Braniewo; taught poetry and rhetoric in
Króža, Îmudê, and Połock; and was finally sent to
study in Rome in 1623, the year he was ordained. It
was in Rome that Casimir composed much of the poetry
that made him famous as the “Christian Horace.”
First published in Cologne in 1625, the young Pole’s
work earned him wide acclaim as well as a laurel and
gold medal from the hand of Pope Urban VIII. That
same year the Jesuits sent Casimir back to Vilnius,
where for the next decade he lectured in rhetoric,
philosophy, and theology, simultaneously earning two
doctorates. Meanwhile, his poetry was published first
in Antwerp in 1630, with a title-page designed by
Rubens, and then in Leiden the following year. Casimir
also composed two works of literary criticism,
Praecepta poetica and De perfecta poesi sive Vergilius
et Homerus, but these remained unpublished until the
twentieth century. In the last few years of his life, which
ended in 1640, he served as court preacher to King
Vladislas IV Vasa.
Casimir Britannicus is a landmark publication,
because it is the largest gathering of Casimir’s poetry
in English since 1646. Although his work was translated
into many European languages, Casimir was perhaps
most loved (outside of his native Poland) in early
modern England, where his work was introduced into
the grammar school curriculum. Despite the fact that
he was a Catholic and a Jesuit, he was taken up across
the religious spectrum there by high churchmen and
Protestant Dissenters alike. This collection features
thirty-four known and seventeen anonymous English
translators (including three women), writing from the
mid-seventeenth century to the nineteenth century. We
find here fifty-one of Casimir’s 133 odes in multiple
English renditions and twenty-three of his epigrams.
The best-known English poets in this collection are
Abraham Cowley, Richard Lovelace, Henry Vaughan,
Isaac Watts, Robert Burns, and Samuel Taylor
Coleridge. Vaughn is represented by seven odes. The
most cherished and oft translated of Casimir’s lyrics
was the third ode of Book II. In this song, the blissful
poet is lying by a stream on a soft summer day when
an unforeseen tempest arises and he must run for cover.
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In Coleridge’s version, the poem ends with “Swiftly
flies the flatterer, Pleasure, / Headlong, ever on the
wing.” In Burns’s version, fortune has “Of mony a joy
and hope bereav’d me, / [yet] I bear a heart shall support
me still.” The philosophical resignation implicit in this
lovely poem is typical of the Christian stoicism
underlying all of Casimir’s work.
Another favorite lyric was “The Ecstasy,” the fifth
ode of Book II. In Abraham Cowley’s version the poet
imagines himself rising above the clouds so that the
“biggest Parts of Earth” look small and Britain cannot
even be found. After passing other inhabited worlds,
he reaches the sphere where all is “but one Galaxy”
and horses are “of temper’d Lightning made.”
However, the beauties of this place to which Elijah rose
cannot truly be known
Till Phoenix Nature aged grown
To a better Being do aspire,
And mount herself, like Him, to Eternity in Fire.

In the following century the famous Nonconformist
hymn-writer Isaac Watts offered a different version of
this ode in “Strict Religion Very Rare,” a poem that
likewise begins with the poet’s ascent into heaven: “I’m
borne aloft, and leave the crowd, / I sail upon a morning
cloud,” surveying all the globe.
Yet another favorite lyric was Casimir’s admonition
against weeping, the thirteenth ode of Book IV, where
once again the poet invites us to embrace Christian
stoicism. In a moving rendition, Richard Lovelace, the
famous Cavalier poet, warns that “water’d eyes but
swell our Woes,” since fate is a bully who “whips us
first until we weep” and then continues to whip because
he sees us “a-weeping.” The only way to defeat him is
to take a brave stand: “One gallant thorough-made
Resolve / Doth Starry Influence dissolve.” In Henry
Vaughan’s equally fine rendition, we read,
If weeping Eyes could wash away
Those Evils they mourn for night and day,
Then gladly I to cure my fears
With my best Jewels would buy tears.

But here, as in George Hils’ version, it is not fate but
fortune who is the bully and who “strikes more boldly”
at a tearful face than at a dry one. And so, Vaughn
concludes, only “a noble patience quells the spite / Of
Fortune, and disarms her quite.” In a third version, Isaac
Watts addresses a weeping woman and tells her that if
tears could “wash our mortal cares away” he’d give
“both Indies for a tear,” but these “rather feed than heal
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our woe.” Since “one drop calls another down, / Till
we are drown’d in seas of grief,” she must stop those
“useless streams” and put on “native courage.” Watts
simply eliminates the passage on the bullying of
Fortune or Fate.
Many versions of Casimir’s odes and epigrams
included in this collection are far less polished than
those I have just cited, yet even these less felicitous
translations show how far reaching Casimir’s influence
was. For instance, Joshua Dinsdale, an Anglican
clergyman, published a version of the admonition
against weeping in the 1741 The London Magazine,
with these lines against “the tyrant”:
The tyrant’s pow’r with stern contempt
Would ruthless hear your piteous moan,
But from the dauntless look will run,
Though lord it o’er the humble groan.

Another of Casimir’s great themes is human
restlessness. In the fifteenth ode of Book IV he shows
people moving from place to place without ever finding
contentment. In his version, Henry Vaughan praises the
man whose “constancy” allows him to remain just
where he was born and bred, and he ends by declaring
that contentment dwells most often
In Country-shades, or to some Cell
Confines itself, and can alone
Make simple straw, a Royal Throne.

Here it is surprising to find that the solitude of a
monastic “Cell” could appeal to a Protestant, at a time
when monasticism had been extirpated in England for
well over a century. In his literal translation of this ode,
George Hils speaks only of “rustic ease” and “guiltless
straw,” not of a “Cell”; the liberty Vaughn took thus
shows how Casimir’s odes could be adapted to various
poetic and religious sensibilities. By contrast, Isaac
Watts climaxes this ode with the lines: “Happy the soul”
that does not need to wander, “but sweetly hides herself
at home” and is content with a seat of “humble turf.”
And yet, he adds, if storms oblige her to wander she
can make “her home where’er she goes.” Here Watts
adapts Casimir’s ode to the plight of Nonconformists,
who might have to travel to escape legal penalties.
In several more odes beloved by the English, Casimir
emphasizes how treacherous fortune is. In George Hils’
translation of the second ode of Book I, we find a man
suddenly raised by fortune to give laws to a city, and
then just as suddenly cast down and forced to return to
his farm, where he sees his neighbors jeering at him
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and where, for lack of wood, he must throw “the Fasces
on the fire.” Another of Casimir’s themes is the
implacably linear direction of a man’s life: each year
the snows melt and the valleys revive, but the “chilling
snow” on a man’s brow “will melt from thence no
more.” In Sir John Bowring’s translation published in
1827, the ode ends on this note: he has “lived long and
well, whose death enforces / Tears from his neighbours”
and who has made “his glory / Heir to himself.”
To give an idea of Casimir’s epigrams, which tend
to be more overtly religious than his odes, let me cite
the exquisite version of epigram 16 by the English
Catholic Sir Edward Sherburne. Consisting of only two
lines and titled “Mary Magdalen weeping under the
Cross,” it reads: “I thirst, my dear and dying Saviour
cries: / These hills are dry: O drink then from my Eyes.”
Although he lived only to age forty-five and spent
most of those years studying and teaching philosophy
and theology, by his splendid poetry Casimir
Sarbiewski has surely made “his glory / Heir to
himself.”
◊
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adeusz Bobrowski (1829–1894) owes his
recognition by posterity to the role he played in
the life of orphaned Joseph Conrad—his “beloved
nephew,“ who dedicated his first novel, Almayer’s
Folly, to him. This role, performed for thirty years, was
that of a devoted guardian, a provider of funds that
more than supplemented the young exile‘s earnings as
seaman, and of unwavering encouragement combined
with admonitions that clearly indicated true fatherly
affection. Sensitive, prone to depression and, in his
youth, to reckless behavior, Conrad did not
underestimate the uncle’s concern for his well-being.
His letters to Bobrowski perished in the 1917
incendiary fire of the family manor in Kazimierówka
(a loss that can be counted among the most lamentable
blows that Polish culture suffered from the Bolshevik
revolution), but the mutuality of the emotional bond is
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well reflected in the uncle‘s side of their voluminous
correspondence. Upon receiving the news of
Bobrowski’s death, thirty-seven-year-old Conrad wrote
to his confidante Margueritte Poradowska: “It seems
as if everything has died in me, as if he has carried
away my soul with him” (Zdzisław Najder, Joseph
Conrad: A Life, 190).
In his“Introductory Essay“ to Tadeusz Bobrowski’s
A Memoir of my Life, Addison Bross rightly assumes
that the book would find its primary audience among
admirers of Conrad interested in the writer ’s
extraordinary biography and wishing to learn more
about his familial background. Those who are already
aquainted with Conrad’s biographies, most of which
portray Tadeusz Bobrowski as a conservative Polish
squire who pragmatically accepted as unshakable the
Russian rule over Poland (an appeaser, as Zdzisław
Najder calls him)—will be inclined to correct that view.
In finding complexity in Bobrowski’s arguments
against military risings against Russia that include his
despair over the futility of the bloodshed and take into
account the common hostility of peasants toward Polish
landowners (particularly in the multiethnic eastern
borderlands where the Bobrowskis and the
Korzeniowskis resided), one will attain a broader
understanding of the moral anguish so characteristic
of a Conradian hero. Bobrowski’s unsympathetic
opinions of several of the freedom fighters, among them
Conrad’s father, Apollo Korzeniowski, are modified
both in the memoir and the letters, by admission to his
own shortcomings; to being a “doctrinaire” and a cold
rationalist. Yet this generally perceived “coldness” did
not diminish Bobrowski’s steadfast support for the
family “enthusiasts,” that is, all his siblings, mother,
uncles, his brother-in-law, Apollo, and, last but not least,
his distant nephew. If he scorned the warriors, he carried
the wounded, in accordance with his notion of the
Polish szlachcic’s sense of honor. Such lessons—of
honor, of the misleading nature of appearances, of selfcontrol in the face of personal and communal
disasters—were not lost on Conrad the writer.
A Memoir of my Life also contradicts the perception
of Bobrowski as a provincial conservative. It describes
in great detail progressive landowners’ efforts to abolish
serfdom, either by granting to peasants the right to rent,
or to own the allotted parcels of farmland—the latter
was Bobrowski’s viewpoint. These efforts were
complicated by resistance from some szlachta, mindful
of the threat to their volatile financial situation; and by
deceptive maneuvers by the Russian authorities, ever
intent on weakening the economic base of the Polish
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segment of the population, and on inciting Ukrainian
peasants (who generally did not like kacapy, as they
called the Russians) against the Poles. Hence the appeal
of A Memoir to another category of readers, scholars
and students of nineteenth-century Eastern Europe, and
of the period’s colonialism as it was practised there by
the Russian Empire: by imposing economic hardships,
outright persecution of dissent, and policies aimed at
uprooting the Polish presence in multi-ethnic territories.
Bobrowski’s vigorous presentation of the conflict
between proponents of accommodation-cum-social
reforms, while waitng for the propitious political
circumstances to bring liberation, and supporters of
armed resistance resonates with the continuous debate
in respect to more recent and present events. To the
Polish reader, the 1944 Warsaw Uprising is first to come
to mind, but others may think of Tibet and Chechnya,
of Kurds and Uighurs among those places and peoples
that seldom make it to headline news.
Because Bobrowski’s memoir is as much a historical
as a personal document, the reader becomes captivated
by psychological aspects of its protagonists, chiefly,
of course, its author. What makes a realist? Or a
romantic? In comparison with his siblings, Bobrowski
was, in his own “cold” assessment, the least attractive—
frail, somber, the least loved by the parents. To
compensate, he studied hard, but after graduating with
accolades from St. Petersburg University and defending
his master‘s thesis in the field of international law (there
were troubles with censors), his father died and he had
to quit. Then, at the age of twenty-one, he complied
with the family’s request to become its guardian. Over
the course of the next fifteen years, four of his siblings
died, of which two, Ewa Korzeniowska and the family’s
favorite, Stefan, were casualties of the January 1863
insurrection against the Russians. Bobrowski’s wife
died in childbirth; the daughter lived but eleven years.
Several other close relatives were exiled. At the age of
fifty he began his memoir with a eulogy: of the entire
large family he was left with one younger brother and
one nephew. For their sake he had to remain put.
Addison Bross’s excellent introductory essay
provides a thorough analysis of the 1830–1863 period
in Poland’s history. Bross, who studied Polish with
Professor Jerzy R. Krzyžanowski at Ohio State
University, then continued at several universities in
Poland, dazzles the reader with his command of
primary sources that demonstrate the anguished dispute
between inheritors of Polish Romanticism and the
emerging camp of Positivists. One might argue with
Professor Bross that in mainstream literature,
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particularly after the January Rising, the division was
not as unambiguous as his essay implies. But few would
object to his spirited defense of Tadeusz Bobrowski—
doubtless reinforced in “challenging conversations”
(Acknowledgements) with Najder, who had a low
opinion of Conrad’s uncle, his rigid personality and
his negative, even “malicious” attitude toward the
insurgents in general and Apollo Korzeniowski in
particular. To that and similar criticism, Addison Bross
responds: “For all his rejection of the Rising, and
despite some harsh encounters with insurgents and
conspirators, Bobrowski portrays his opponents fairly,
finding and honoring their genuine virtues while noting
what he regards as dangerous flaws in their thinking.
Likewise, evidence appears in the Memoir of
insurrectionists’ esteem for Bobrowski’s character and
abilities” (87).
For anyone interested in Conrad, Eastern Europe, or
the varieties of colonial experience, this eloquent
volume provides valuable instruction.
◊

Anioł w poezji baroku. Dzieje
postaci w kulturze dawnej Europy
[Angel in baroque poetry: the history of this figure in the
culture of old Europe]

By Danuta Künstler-Langner. Toruƒ: Wydawnictwo
Naukowe Uniwersytetu Mikołaja Kopernika, 2007. 231
pages. ISBN 978-83-231-2124-4. Paper. In Polish.

Anna Nowicka-Struska

W

riting about angels in art is a major challenge.
How can one reconcile the image of a chubby
angel from the cover of the book by Professor Danuta
Künstler-Langner with the imperious cherubs
immobilised in Byzantine frescos, or the guardian angel
in the hour of death with St. Michael’s sword in the
valley of decision on Judgment Day? This angelic
diversity in Old Polish and European literature and
culture is the focal point of the latest study by the
eminent scholar from Toruƒ.
The work is a carefully structured lecture on how
knowledge, representation, and theology of angels
developed, and is aimed at reconstructing the image of
“God’s envoy as the intermediary between the sacrum
and the profanum” (7). Künstler-Langner has long been
recognized as a scholar who takes an interdisciplinary
approach to investigating cultural phenomena and
presents Polish literature in the context of the
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Mediterranean universum (as evidenced by her books
Idea vanitas, jej tradycje i toposy w poezji polskiego
baroku [1996] and Człowiek i"cierpienie w poezji
polskiego baroku [2002]). Like her previous works, this
book is not an analysis of Polish Baroque poetry
focusing on minute technical details, but rather an
attempt to show theology, spirituality, and poetry acting
together in the presentation of angels throughout
centuries. A methodological purist may find it irritating
to see some inconsistencies and an apparent dilemma
already in the title of the study. The Angel in Baroque
Poetry and the subtitle The History of the Figure in
Old European Culture seem inconsistent, but in fact
they suggest the scale of the entire undertaking.
The introduction outlines the evolution of
angelological thought starting from the early Christian
texts and decisions of the Church Councils. In chapter
1 Künstler-Langner analyzes a variety of terms and
definitions of angels that in her view account for the
diversity of their representation. Following the history
of the angelic figures, she touches on the Bible and the
Egyptian, Zarathustrian, and Talmudic sources
including the Qumran scrolls. According to the
Gnostics angels, together with eons and demiurges, are
intermediaries between God and human beings. There
are similarities between God’s biblical envoys and the
Babylonian and Assyrian winged specters. The
Pythagoreans believed that souls-demons residing in
the air are responsible for our dreams. Angels are
important to both Christians and Muslims, a point made
by the author while discussing the biblical hosts of
archangels. In the New Testament angels are heavenly
envoys (25). Künstler-Langner also discusses
apocryphal texts, noncanonical gospels, epistles, and
other writings. This chapter ends with a review of texts
by the Fathers of the Church Justinian, Origen, and
Augustine, as well as treatises by Pseudo-Dionysius
the Areopagite; Isidore of Seville; and the enigmatic
works by Hermas, one of the Essenes.
Chapter 2 is titled “Bonus angelus in Medieval
Literature and Culture.” It is devoted to the writings of
St. Hildegard of Bingen, St. Bonaventura, St. Thomas
Aquinas, and the twelfth-century masters of
contemplation, St. Gertrude of Helfta and Mechthild
of Magdeburg. Künstler-Langner then analyzes
representations of angels in the visual arts, sermons,
religious songs, and early medieval poetry. Finally, the
author concentrates on Polish apocrypha, mostly dating
from the sixteenth century but “in terms of the subject
matter deeply rooted in medieval interpretations of the
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Bible” (88). Not surprisingly, these reflections lead to
Dante’s The Divine Comedy.
Chapter 3 revolves around the key figures of Catholic
spirituality such as St. Teresa of Avila and St. Ignatius
of Loyola, then discusses the Polish and European
humanists whose works contain angelological
reflections. This part of the study ends with some
noteworthy examples of angels in literature and the
influence of Petrarch’s writings on Jan Kochanowski’s
works.
The next chapter, “Baroque Theatrum Angelorum.
Winged Heroes of the Polish Baroque Poetry,” is central
to the dissertation since this is precisely what interests
the author most. Once again she returns to Spanish
mysticism and Ignatian spirituality, showing how they
influenced Polish poetry, especially the works by
Mikołaj S∏p-Szarzyƒski, Sebastian Grabowiecki,
Kasper Twardowski, Kasper Miaskowski, and Jan
Îabczyc. These works are a clear indication of the
importance of angels in the artistic mind of the epoch.
The part of the study devoted to the symbolism of the
Polish Baroque is of special pertinence. Here the reader
is taken on an intellectual trip that stops at the works
of Zbigniew Morsztyn, Marcin Hincza, Aleksander
Teodor Łàcki, and Stanisław Herakliusz Lubomirski.
Books of emblems, a combination of allegorical
pictures and explanatory poems, are also vibrant with
sound—musica mundane and musica coelestis (this is
shown in the analyses of texts by Morsztyn). In Polish
Baroque poetry, angels occupy the sacred space
synonymous with a divine homeland and a higher form
of human existence. This chapter reveals a wide variety
of “functions” performed by angels, who are employed
by the Polish Baroque poets to meditate on divine love,
philosophy, and ethics. The angelological picture of
seventeenth-century Polish poetry is supplemented by
Maciej Kazimierz Sarbiewski’s lines illustrating the
boundless longing for the divine homeland in the
visions of Klemens Bolesławiusz and Józef Baka.
The main focus in chapter 5 is on English
metaphysical poetry, the French poetic muse of “the
burning island,” and the seventeenth-century emblem
books that fall under the category of amor divinus. This
discussion places the previous analyses of Polish
literary texts in a wider context.
The final chapter is devoted to angelic issues in the
visual arts. It deals with the various ways that angels
are presented in icons.
The book is written in a language devoid of scientific
jargon. The interdisciplinary approach as well as the
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time span of the material presented are perhaps the
biggest assets of this unusual and important study. ◊

The Coming Spring
By Stefan Žeromski. Translated and with an
introduction by Bill Johnston. Budapest-New York:
Central European University Press (ceupress@ceu.hu),
2007. xiii + 413 pages. ISBN 978-9637326899. Paper.
$16.95.

Chad Heltzel

S

tefan Îeromski’s allegorical last novel, The Coming
Spring [PrzedwioÊnie, 1925], asks a series of
questions about how to define a home and build a
nation. The novel’s central character, Cezary Baryka,
tries to reconcile his ideas of home and nation with his
revolutionary beliefs. The novel is a product of
Îeromski’s involvement in Polish independence
movements and his concerns with social reform. Its
timespan comprises the years when Poland reappeared
as an independent state, Europe was recovering from
the First World War, and neighboring Russia underwent
its own transformative revolution. Cezary Baryka is
consistently presented with scenarios that challenge his
adopted Marxist views. Ultimately, he must reconcile
these views with how a newly independent Poland
should be governed and what role the people should
play in that nation.
Cezary is raised in an upper-middle-class home in
Baku, Azerbaijan where his father, Seweryn, works as
an oil executive. After his father is drafted to fight
communist revolutionaries in Russia and then
disappears, Cezary discovers that his mother secretly
pines for an abandoned lover in Siedlce, Poland: “That
name had a magic power for her. It conjured up longago spring mornings and summer days that were no
more” (20). His mother’s longing for a place she can
no longer see clashes with Cezary’s mounting interest
in communism. As Soviet revolutionaries prevail, the
family’s home is requisitioned and its fortune lost. In
spite of that, Cezary still defends the revolutionaries.
Only after his mother dies in a labor camp when she is
caught hoarding food and valuables to save the family
does Cezary discover communism’s secret dimension.
The father’s sudden reemergence results in a new
conflict in which the Polish characters are forced to
secretly flee to Poland, a land Cezary’s father yearns
for fiercely and nostalgically. Seweryn tells his son
about a new project in which architects are designing
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futuristic glass houses that can provide “protection from
the severity of human nature and its fearful toxins [and]
that the middle classes will strive for. . . to become
healthy and stay that way” (94). Cezary begins to see
ways that revolutionary politics can merge with
nationalism. When the long and difficult train trip ends,
however, the family’s few remaining belongings are
extorted, his father dies, and the technological utopia
is obviously absent upon Cezary’s arrival.
Cezary is a young man who can claim no clear home.
His birth nation has become part of the Soviet Union.
Although a political refugee from there, he still
embraces Soviet politics. He now lives in Poland, a
nation attempting to define itself in the twentieth
century while clinging to its past. As a “new Pole” he
is faced with the dilemma of which side to fight for in
the Polish-Soviet War. Fascinated by Poland’s
enthusiastic nationhood, he decides to fight for his
newly adopted homeland and befriends Hipolit, a
fellow soldier. Hipolit’s family’s sprawling manor,
Nawłoç, allows Cezary a place to stay while he decides
whether to resume medical studies in Warsaw.
Bill Johnston notes in his introduction that some
critics have suggested the Nawłoç section “would
function better as a separate novella” (x). The section
does tonally match a Victorian novel of manners more
than the political discourse predominating the novel’s
beginning and ending. The section, however, does
correspond thematically to Îeromski’s explorations of
home. Cezary is perpetually conflicted at Nawłoç, as
he is everywhere else. He feels entirely accepted at
Nawłoç and resigns himself to the comforts of
bourgeois country life, but is clearly displeased by his
enjoyment of it. More importantly, however, Nawłoç
serves as a place where he discovers love. Like most
of the situations in The Coming Spring though, the
series of relationships turns out to be more complex
than expected, ending in a series of misunderstandings
and tragedies. At this point the novel’s title clearly
becomes ironic—the sense of renewal that connects
Poland’s renewed nationhood with Cezary’s ability to
establish a stable home is constantly thwarted by
irresolvable struggles.
Unwelcome in Nawłoç, Cezary resumes medical
studies while living in a squalid Warsaw apartment.
There he is again torn between two widely varying
ideologies. Szymon Gajowiec, an academic friend of
Cezary’s father, presents an intensely romantic—albeit
revolutionary—case for Polish nationhood. Gajowiec
hangs pictures of martyrs for Polish independence and
quotes Adam Mickiewicz’s poems to bolster his
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arguments. Meanwhile, Antoni Lulek, a sickly, sadistic
Marxist, attempts to manipulate Cezary into rejecting
Polish nationalism for revolutionary communism.
Cezary’s interest in how the Polish people, and
especially the poor, actually live forces him to decide
whether he can reconcile ideologies with a growing
attachment to his adopted homeland.
Many of the novel’s concerns seem relevant,
especially given Poland’s entry into the European
Union and the current world economy. Cezary’s
consideration of how the Polish nation must provide
for its immigrant population seems pertinent in light
of increasingly diasporic work forces. While the novel’s
rhetoric describing Jewish ghettos comes across as very
critical of Jews, the immigrant status of several
characters renders the ideas of even these passages
worthy of consideration. Likewise, Gajowiec’s
discussion about building a national economy through
the złoty certainly creates parallel questions about what
adopting the Euro in a few years will mean for Poland.
Even in twenty-first- century Europe, many of
Îeromski’s explorations of nation and governance
remain pertinent.
◊

The Birdman of Gdaƒsk
When cathedral bells toll through the morning
and sunlight touches steeples with its glare,
and arrows on the town hall clock stop turning,
you will find him on the market square,
sweeping leaves in shadows of despair.
And in that instant you will cease your yearning.
Hunchbacked, with a chuckle he will share
the secrets of his heart, and give a warning
to city doves assembling at his feet,
to sparrows quarrelling on Neptune’s head.
He’ll lower his tobacco chin to meet
their eyes and whisper what Saint Francis said.
He’ll toss crumbs with his withered sailor’s hand.
And when he looks up, you will understand.
Leo Yankevich

Pan Tadeusz
Book One
The Manor
Adam Mickiewicz (1798–1855)
Argument:
The young master’s return.
A first encounter in a little room, a second at table.
The Judge’s sober discourse on courtesy.
The Chamberlain’s political reflections on fashion.
Beginning of the dispute over Bobtail and Falcon.
The Chief Steward’s lament.
The last Sergeant at Arms.
A glance at the political state of affairs in Lithuania and
Europe
of the time.

Translated by Christopher
Zakrzewski
Lithuania! My homeland! You are like health. Only those
who forfeit you can fitly judge your price. Now that I
grieve your loss, I see and show your beauty forth in all
its splendor.
Holy Virgin! You, who defend Cz∏stochowa’s bright
hill! Light of Ostra Brama! Guardian of Nowogródek’s
walls and pious townsfolk! As once in my boyhood you
wondrously restored me to life (no sooner had my sobbing
mother confided me to your care than I opened my lifeless
eyes and, walking unaided to your holy shrine, offered
prayers of thanksgiving to God); so by a wondrous sign
will you restore us to the bosom of our land. Until that
day comes, bear my aching heart to those timbered hills
and sprawling green meadows drained by the blue
Niemen. Bear it away to that patchwork of fields stippled
with golden wheat and silver rye, where the flowering
rape glows amber-yellow, the buckwheat shimmers like
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snow, the white clover mantles like a maiden’s cheek; and
all this banded by the green hem of the balks and the
solitary pears that grow there.
Years ago, in the midst of these fields, tucked away in a
grove of birches overlooking a little brook, there was a
manor house. Though built of wood, it stood on solid
underpinnings. Seen from a distance, its lime-daubed
walls shone the brighter against the screen of dark-green
poplars that kept the autumn winds at bay. While none
too large, the house was spruce and trim. There was a
mighty straw-roofed barn with three surplus haystacks
standing beside it; clearly the region abounded in cereal
grain. From the number of glistening stooks that studded
the fields like a grid of stars; from the number of plows
that in the early morning hours turned up the vast tracts
of black loam lying in fallow (clearly all this belonged to
the domain, and all well tended like a garden plot)—
from all this, you could tell that order and plenty made
their dwelling here. The gate stood fastened back: a clear
sign to all passers-by that the house was neighborly and
welcomed all with open arms.
Just now a young gentleman drove in, swung his britzka
and pair round the courtyard, backed up to the veranda
door, and jumped out. Left unattended, the horses began
to nip at the grass and stray off in the direction of the
gate. There was no sign of life in the house. The veranda
door was closed shut. The hasp had been passed over the
staples and secured by a peg. Rather than seek help at the
servants’ annex, the traveler unfastened the door himself
and burst inside; such was his yearning to see the house.
He had been away a good many years finishing his studies
in the city; now at long last he was back. Casting eager
eyes over the ancient walls, he greeted them fondly, like
dear old friends. The same tapestries and furnishings had
amused him as a babe-in-arms; true, they seemed
somewhat smaller now, not quite as lovely.
The same oils still hung on the walls. Here, sword raised
in both hands, eyes tilted heavenward, stood KoÊciuszko
in his Cracow coat. Such was the attitude he struck when,
standing on the altar steps, he swore an oath to rid our
land of the three great powers or, failing this, to cast
himself upon his sword. There, draped in a Polish robe,
sat Rejtan, brooding over his nation’s loss of freedom.
He holds a dagger poised at his heart. Before him lie
Phaedo and Cato’s Life. Farther down hung a tableau
depicting the youthful Jasiƒski. Sorrow mars his comely
face. Together with his faithful companion Korsak, he
stands atop a barricade, hewing down the Muscovites.
The bodies of the slain lie heaped at their feet, and all
around them Praga burns. Not even the old grandfather’s
clock in the alcove entrance escaped the traveler’s notice.
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With child-like joy he pulled the cord to hear the old
Dàbrowski mazurka strike up again.
On through the house he ran, seeking out his old room
of ten years ago. No sooner did he find it than he drew
back. He gazed at the walls in wonder. Clearly a woman’s
apartment! But whose? His uncle was an old bachelor,
and his aunt had been living in Saint Petersburg for years.
The housekeeper’s? But here was a grand piano. Books
and music scores lay strewn over it, all in careless disorder.
Sweet disarray! Tender the hands that wrought it! A white
frock, fresh off the peg, lay draped over an arm of a chair.
Fragrant pots of aster, geranium, violet, and gillyflower
stood ranged along the sills.
The traveler drew up at one of the windows. Another
wonder! Where once stinging nettle had rioted at the
orchard’s edge there now lay a plot of flowerbeds and
intersecting paths. Clumps of spearmint and ribbon grass
sprouted in profusion. All around the garden ran a little
fence fashioned out of uprights lashed together in a row
of Vs. A bright band of daisies flickered along its base.
The beds had just been sprinkled; a full watering can
stood close by. Yet no sign of the gardener. She could not
have gone far. The gate-leaf, nudged open but a moment
ago, still trembled. Nearby, traced in the fine dry grains
of sand as blank as snow, lay the dint of a dainty foot,
bare of stocking and shoe. From the distinct yet shallow
impression it made, you could tell the foot was nimble
and light. Whoever ran that way had scarcely grazed the
ground.
Long stood the traveler musing by the window. Filling
his lungs with the flower-scented air, he took leisure to
admire the view; then, leaning out over the clumps of
violets below, he allowed his curious eyes to range over
the garden paths. Several more dints in the sand arrested
his gaze. The impressions intrigued him. Whose feet could
have left them? Then, chancing to look up, he saw a girl
on the fence just a short distance away. Her supple frame
stood draped in a white chemise from the bosom down;
her arms and swan-like neck were bare. Only in the
morning hours do young women in Lithuania disport
themselves like this, and never with men present. Even
alone as she stood, she held both arms folded over her
bosom, as if supplying the wanting cover. Her hair, tightly
wound in curl papers, was a mass of little knots resembling
tiny white pods. A curious headdress this: for it
shimmered in the sunlight like a saintly nimbus.
Her face eluded the eye of the youth. She was facing
the other way, clearly seeking someone out in the fields
below; espying whom, she clapped her hands and gave
out a peal of laughter. Down she leapt from the fence.
Skimming the sward like a white bird, she threaded the
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garden rails, cleared the beds, darted up the plank that
stood propped against the window ledge and, light as a
moonbeam, noiseless, and fleet, burst into the room even
before the caller had time to take notice. Trilling softly to
herself, she seized her frock, flew to the mirror, and only
then laid eyes on the lad. The dress fell from her hand.
She paled with fright and surprise. The traveler blushed
like a cloud meeting the rising sun. Blinking his eyes
modestly, he covered his face with his hand and groped
for a word of apology; but then he merely bowed and
drew back. Like a small child startled in its sleep, the girl
uttered a faint and painful cry. Alarmed, the youth looked
up, but she had already fled. Confused, his heart
pounding in his ears, he made himself scarce, wondering
if this strange encounter should cause him shame,
amusement, or sheer delight.
Meanwhile, the arrival of a new guest had not escaped
notice at the servants’ annex. Already the horses stood in
the stalls; already they crunched on the rich provender of
oats and hay that every decent country house provides.
The Judge deplored the new fad of stabling the horses of
visiting guests at the Jewish inn. True, his servants had
not been at hand to greet the caller; but it would be wrong
to suppose that his domestic service was slack. All this
time the servants had been waiting for the Chief Steward
to dress. The Steward, who had been busy with the
banquet preparations at the rear of the house, stood in
for the lord of the manor. No one but he—the Judge’s
distant kinsman and friend of the household—greeted
and minded the guests. On catching sight of the guest,
he had stolen back to the annex (he could scarcely receive
callers in his homespun caftan) and slipped on the Sunday
suit he had laid out that morning in anticipation of the
large party of dinner guests expected that evening.
The Steward recognized the youth from a distance.
Uttering a shout, he flung out his arms, fell on his neck,
and saluted him. There followed that confused and rapid
discourse which strives in a welter of brief phrases to relate
the events of many years: tales begun, then cut short by
queries, shouts, and sighs—then a fresh round of hugs.
At last, after satisfying his curiosity on many points, the
Steward advised the youth of the day’s events.
“You have hit on a good day, Tadeusz!” he said, for this
was the youth’s name (he had been christened after
KoÊciuszko in remembrance of the year of war in which
he had been born). “Yes, Tadeusz, my boy! You know
just when to come: when the young ladies abound. Your
uncle has plans to pick a bride for you soon; and he has a
bevy to choose from. For days the neighbors have been
arriving in droves to hear the boundary court settle our
long-standing dispute with the Count. We expect him
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to ride up tomorrow. The Chamberlain, his wife, and
daughters have already arrived. Our youth are busy
shooting game in the forest. The elders and womenfolk
went with them to inspect the harvesting in the fields
nearby. By now they should be waiting for the youth.
Come, we’ll walk down if you like. In a brace of shakes
we shall meet your uncle, the Chamberlain, his wife,
daughters, and the rest of the ladyships.”
The Chief Steward and Tadeusz took the road to the
forest. They talked the whole way down and still never
ran out of things to say. By now the sun had crossed to
the farthest reaches of the sky. Less brilliant, though
casting a broader light, the orb glowed with the hale
ruddiness of a plowman retiring home to his rest. The
flaming ball settled over the forest. A dim mist arose,
thickening limb and crown, melding the trees into a single
mass. Like a vast building the forest gloomed, the sun
flaming over it as if the roof had been set ablaze. Suddenly
the ball sank below, flashed among the trees like
candlelight through the shutter slats, and went out. A
moment later, the clanging unison of the reaping hooks
fell silent; rakes ceased scraping the meads. This was just
the way the Judge would have it. Work on his domain
closed at sunset. “Our Good Lord knows best when to
call it a day,” he was fond of saying. “When God’s laborer,
the sun, retires from the sky, the farmer takes his cue and
clears the fields.” These were his words; and to the honest
overseer the Judge’s word was sacred. He saw to it that all
the grain wagons, including the ones they had only begun
to load, returned to the barn together. The oxen drawing
the lighter burden frisked with delight.
The entire company was even now repairing home
from the forest. Despite their buoyant spirits, they went
in orderly array. Tutor and children led the train. Behind
them walked the Judge and the Chamberlain’s wife. Off
to their side came the Chamberlain, flanked by the rest
of his kin. Next came the elders, followed closely by the
young ladies and youth, the former half a step ahead of
the latter, as decorum requires. There was no need to
admonish them as to the proper order, no need to array
the men and women; they instinctively knew their place.
The Judge clung to the old ways. Age, family, rank, and
good sense received their due respect or he knew the
reason why. Such regimens were the life of great families
and nations, he used to say. Without order, families and
nations died out. And so the household had grown used
to order’s rule, and anyone biding even the briefest time
at the house, be he a relation, stranger, or visiting guest,
soon imbibed the customs in which the house was
steeped.
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The Judge’s greeting was solemn and brief. He offered
his hand to his nephew’s lips, kissed his brow, and saluted
him courteously. Although he said little in the presence
of his guests, it was plain from the way he dabbed his
cheeks with the broad sleeve of his robe that he cared for
Tadeusz deeply.
Homeward in the master’s steps followed every kind of
grazing beast. From every field, pasturage, meadow, and
wood they flocked. Bleating sheep thronged the road,
raising clouds of dust. Behind them, brass bells clanking,
ran a herd of Tyrolean heifers. Whinnying horses raced
down from the freshly mown mead. All eagerly sought
the well where the creaking sweep filled the water troughs
to overflowing.
The Judge, though weary and beset by guests, did not
shirk the onerous duties of the farm. Leaving their
company, he walked down to the well. There is no time
like the evening for the farmer to inspect his livestock.
He never entrusts this task to his laborers, for—and the
Judge knew this well—nothing so fattened the horse as
the eye of the lord.
The Chief Steward and the Sergeant at Arms stood
candle in hand at the manor door. They were having
words, apparently at odds. Profiting from the Steward’s
absence, Protazy had ordered the banquet table removed
and installed in the ruins of the castle, which stood in
plain view at the edge of the forest. Why this uncalledfor move? The Steward made a wry face and muttered
his regrets. The Judge was stunned, but the deed was
done, past remedy. Better to extend their apologies to
the guests and escort them to the ruins. Off they went.
All the while the Sergeant at Arms enlarged on his reasons
for crossing the master’s plans. The house was too small
to seat so large a company of distinguished guests. The
castle hall was spacious, in good repair, its vault, intact.
True, the walls were cracked and there was no glass in
the windows, but who cared in the summertime! As as
for the cellars, they were still within easy reach of the
serving staff. On and on he rambled, tipping the Judge
occasional winks. From the look on his face you could
tell Protazy had weightier reasons in the back of his mind.
The castle stood two thousand paces from the house.
It was a splendid pile, of imposing bulk—the hereditary
seat of the Horeszkos. The last heir of this ancient clan
had perished during the time of troubles. State seizures,
careless trustees, and awards of court had reduced the
domain to rack and ruin. A portion of the estate fell to
distant relations on the distaff side. The remainder was
divided among the creditors. No one cared to take the
castle. None of the local gentry had the means to maintain
it. But then, having come of age, the neighboring Count,
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a wealthy young squire distantly related to the Horeszkos,
returned from his travels abroad and took a fancy to the
castle walls. He made much of their Gothic lines even
though the Judge showed him papers to prove that their
builder was no Goth but an architect from Wilno. The
Count’s show of interest in the castle was enough to set
the Judge thinking along similar lines; no one knows why.
They both laid claims at the zemstvo. The case went before
the Senate. From there it worked its way back to the
zemstvo, then went before the Governor’s Council. Finally,
after great expense and a dozen decrees, the case landed
right back in the boundary court.
The Sergeant at Arms was quite right in observing that
the castle could seat all the barristers and invited guests.
Ample as a refectory, the great hall had a sweeping vault
supported by pillars, a stone-flagged floor, and trim, plain
walls. Mounted stag and roebuck antlers stuck out all
round. Engraved on each trophy were the hunters’ arms
and the date and place where it had been won. The
Horeszko Half-Goat emblazoned the vault.
The guests entered in orderly fashion and formed a
circle around the table. The Chamberlain took the post
of honor (it was the prerogative of his office and senior
years). He bowed to the ladies, the elders, and youth.
Beside him stood the Bernardine almsman and the Judge
respectively. The priest recited a brief prayer in the Latin
tongue; the men took vodka, and all sat down and fell
to, silently dispatching the borscht, chilled Lithuanianstyle.
Even though he was just a lad, Tadeusz shared the post
of honor with the ladies and the Chamberlain. Between
him and his uncle there stood an empty chair. It seemed
to cry for an occupant. The Judge kept glancing at it,
then at the door, as if expecting someone to enter at any
moment. Tadeusz’s eyes followed his uncle’s, now flitting
to the door, now alighting on the vacant seat. A
remarkable thing: all around him sat young ladies at
whom no prince would have turned up his nose. All were
of gentle birth, young, and pretty; and yet here was
Tadeusz staring at a seat that stood empty. The place was
a riddle, but then youth is partial to a good riddle. Thus
distracted, Tadeusz spoke scarcely a word to the
Chamberlain’s comely daughter who sat at his side. He
never once changed her plates or filled her wine goblet
or sought to entertain the ladies with the courteous talk
that table etiquette requires. The vacant chair held him
spellbound; indeed, it stood empty no longer. His mind
had filled it. A thousand guesses thronged around it. So
do the frogs swarm over a solitary meadow after a
rainburst: one figure rises above them, as when, on a
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sunny day, a white-browed lily breaks the surface of a
lake.
In filed the servants with the third course. The
Chamberlain decanted a few drops into Mistress Rose’s
goblet then nudged a dish of salted cucumbers toward
his youngest daughter.
“Though I am old and clumsy,” he sighed, “it appears
I must wait on you, my dears.”
At once several youths sprang up to serve them. The
Judge glanced at Tadeusz; then, arranging the sleeves of
his robe and pouring himself a bumper of Hungarian
wine, he intoned:
“These days it is the custom to send our youth to the
city to study. I will not deny that our sons and grandsons
surpass us elder-folk in book learning; yet I cannot help
noticing that our youth are poorly schooled in the
manners of polite society. In my day, young noblemen
went for periods of training at the courts of lords. I myself
spent ten years at the house of the Chamberlain’s father,
the Royal Governor.” (Here the Judge squeezed the
Chamberlain’s knee.) “It was he who groomed me to serve
the public. Only when he had made a man of me did he
let me go, and for this my house holds his memory dear.
Every day I pray the Lord may grant him rest. True, I left
his court to occupy myself with the tillage of our fields;
yet even though I profited far less from his efforts than
others worthier of his lordship’s grace (these later rose to
our nation’s highest offices), no one here will find fault
with my breeding and manners. I say this without
hesitation. Courtesy is no easy art. Nor is it of small
account, for there is more to it than showing a graceful
leg or greeting every Tom, Dick, and Harry with a smile.
Such newfangled ways may be suited to the merchant
class, but they are not the ways of Old Poland—or the
nobility.
“Everyone deserves respect; aye, but there are many
kinds of respect. A father’s regard for his child is one kind
of civility, a husband’s public esteem for his wife, another,
and a master’s for his servant, still another. Polite conduct
entails the drawing of distinctions! Much study is required
to appraise a person correctly and accord him his due
respect. Not even our elders exempted themselves from
this learning. It was through polite discourse that our
nobility passed on our nation’s living tradition. Through
courteous talk our minor gentry caught up on the events
of the district. We recognized a fellow gentleman by the
simple fact that everyone knew him and treated him
seriously. That is why our nobility have always safeguarded
their manners. Today people no longer ask, ‘Who is he?’
‘What is his family?’ ‘With whom has he lived?’ ‘What
has he done?’ So long as he is not a government spy or a
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beggar, he enters wherever he pleases. As Emperor
Vespasian was indifferent to the smell of his money (or
the hand or place it came from), so no one pays attention
to a person’s family or manners. It is enough that one
have an air of importance and bear the stamp of validity.
Thus people esteem their friends as the Jews value their
coinage.”
The Judge regarded his guests one by one. Though he
spoke with ease and argued his case well, he was aware
that youth today lacked patience and found lengthy
discourse tedious, no matter how eloquent. He need not
have worried; they listened with rapt attention. He
glanced at the Chamberlain for an approving sign. The
Chamberlain forbore to break in, replying instead with
frequent nods of his head. The Judge remained silent. At
last, on receiving another nod, he topped up their goblets
and resumed his theme.
“Now courtesy is no trifling matter. By learning to
esteem others according to their years, family, manners,
and qualities, we learn to respect ourselves. We gauge
our weight by setting others on the opposite scale. But
what is most deserving of your attention, gentlemen, is
the courtesy a young man owes the fairer sex, especially
when substance and a noble house enhance her natural
grace and merits. This is the path to the heart’s affections;
it paves the way to splendid alliances. That is what our
elders thought, but then—”
He broke off; then, turning abruptly to Tadeusz, he
shook his head and shot him a stern look; clearly, he had
come to the point.
The Chamberlain rapped on his gilded snuffbox.
“Come now, Judge,” he said. “In our time things were
even worse. These days I cannot tell for certain if we elders
have not changed with the times. Today’s youth may not
be as bad as we think; anyhow, I see less scandal now.
Oh, I recall when the mania for all things French first
came to our land. Young fops from abroad fell upon us
in hordes worse than the Nogai Tatars. They reviled God,
the faith of our fathers, our laws and customs, and even
our time-honored dress. What a deplorable sight they
were: sallow-faced ninnies drawling through their noses
(often they had no nose at all), armed with every manner
of pamphlet and gazette, spouting newfangled religions,
laws, and modes of dress. Those riffraff held our minds
in thrall, for when God decides to chastise a nation he
first divests her folk of their reason. The wiser among us
lacked the courage to stand up to those fops. The whole
nation feared them like a plague, for everyone felt the
contagion’s lurking germ. We decried those dandies, yet
still we aped them. We changed our faith, speech, laws,
and dress. It was a masquerade, a mardi gras of license,
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swift on the heels of which came the season of Lent—
enslavement!
“Although I was but a boy then, I remember the
Cupbearer’s son pulling up in front of my father’s house
in the Oszmiana district. He was the first in Lithuania to
parade himself in the French fashion. People swarmed
about him like swallows around a buzzard. The very sight
of his two-wheeled chaise parked in front of a house (they
called it a cabriolet in French) evoked universal envy.
Instead of footmen, two small dogs sat perched on the
boot. On the box sat a tall German valet, lean as a lath,
with long thin shanks resembling hop-stakes. He wore
silk stockings, low shoes with silver buckles, and a net
over his hair, which was tied in a queue.
“Our elder-folk split their sides at the sight of that
turnout. The rustics blessed themselves, swearing a
Venetian devil was abroad in a German coach. As to the
Cupbearer’s son, his appearance baffles description. Let
us just say that he put us in mind of an ape or a parrot in
an outlandish wig, which he likened to the Golden Fleece
and we to a mangy mop. If any among us thought our
Polish apparel better than aping foreign fashions, then
we kept our own counsel for fear of arousing the youth,
for they would shout us down as culture’s foes,
impediments to progress, and traitors to our land. Such
were prejudices that held sway in those times.
“The Cupbearer’s son declared his aim to refine our
ways, to reform our system of rule and bring in a
constitution. Certain articulate Frenchmen had made a
discovery, he claimed. All men were created equal. Now,
I say, has not Holy Writ always taught this? Doesn’t every
parson proclaim it from the pulpit? The doctrine is old;
its application, aye, there’s the rub! But we were so blinded
then that none of us took the venerable things of the
world seriously, unless a French gazette condescended to
mention them. For all his talk of equality, the Cupbearer’s
son became a marquis. Titles, as you know, come from
Paris, and marquisates were all the rage. But fashion
changed, and our marquis promptly became a democrat.
When, under Bonaparte, the winds of fashion changed
again, our democrat returned from Paris a baron. Had
he lived another year, the dear baron would doubtless
have re-espoused the democratic cause. Paris prides herself
on her frequent about-faces of fashion. Whatever France
contrives is bound to appeal to the Pole.
“If our youth now go abroad, then thank God it is not
to shop for clothes, or browse the street booths for new
laws, or learn the art of speech in the coffeehouses of
Paris. Our wise and reckless Bonaparte gives us little time
for fashions and idle talk. Today we hear the rumble of
arms. Our old hearts swell with pride that our
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countrymen should once again be the talk of the world.
The glory of our nation lives, which means our
Commonwealth will rise again! Liberty’s tree sprouts
perennially from the laurel’s stock. But alas, the years drag
on in so much idleness, and our compatriots have still so
far to come. The waiting is long. News is scarce. Reverend
Father!” (Here the Chamberlain lowered his voice and
turned to the Bernardine.) “I hear you bear news from
Warsaw. Any word of our troops?”
“None! None at all!” rejoined Father Robak with a
careless air. (Plainly the talk unsettled him.) “Politics bores
me. The letter I carry from Warsaw is my congregation’s
business, for religious alone. No need to discuss it at the
table. These are laymen; it is no concern of theirs.”
Robak glanced sidelong at their Russian guest who was
seated farther down the table. The guest was Captain
Rykov, a seasoned soldier quartered in the neighboring
village; the Judge had invited him out of courtesy. Until
now the Captain had been eating heartily and taken little
part in the talk, but at the mention of Warsaw he looked
up.
“Ah, Chamberlain!” he observed. “Always one for news
of Warsaw and Bonaparte! Yes, your country! I am no
spy. I speak your Polish tongue. One’s country! I know!
After all, I am a Russian, and you are Poles. For the
moment there’s no scrapping between us: we have an
armistice, and so we eat and drink together. Our boys at
the forward posts knock back vodkas and chum with the
French. But when the huzzah breaks forth, prepare for a
cannonade! Our proverb says it best, ‘Love the man you
love to thump.’ ‘Love him like your own soul, and then
dust him good and proper like your fur coat.’ Oh, I tell
you, there’s a war brewing! Just days ago the staff adjutant
called on Major Płut. ‘Prepare to march!’ he says. Against
Turk or French? Makes no difference. But Bonaparte is a
card all right. Without our Suvorov, he may trump us
yet. When our troops marched on the French, word went
out that Bonaparte had magic. But Suvorov knew the
black arts too, so it was spell against spell! On the
battlefield once, we looked about—no sign of Bonaparte!
He had turned into a fox; so Suvorov turns into a hound.
Bonaparte shifts shape again: now he’s a cat. He starts
slashing with his claws, and presto! Suvorov’s a pony. Then
see what becomes of Bonaparte—” Rykov broke off and
returned to his plate. A servant entered with the fourth
course; at the same time, the side door swung suddenly
open.
A young and comely new guest entered the hall. Her
sudden entrance, imposing stature, handsome looks, and
exquisite attire drew the company’s gaze. The guests
greeted her; clearly all but Tadeusz had made her
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acquaintance. Svelte and shapely, with an alluring bosom,
she had on a low-cut frock of rose-hued silk with short
sleeves and a collar of lace. A generous shower of sparks
flashed from the gilded fan that whirred in her hand (a
bauble to fiddle with, as it wasn’t hot). She wore no
headdress; her hair was a mass of pink ribbons, ringlets,
and curls. As a star glimmers through a comet’s tail, so a
diamond gleamed discreetly among the ribbons. In a
word, she was dressed for a gala event, a tad too smart,
muttered some, for everyday country wear. Though her
frock was short, her feet eluded the eye. She moved swiftly
or rather glided along like the Twelfth Night figurines,
which boys, unseen by the viewer, push across the stage.
In she swept, greeting the guests with a slight bow, and
made for the chair reserved for her. This was not easy.
The Manor was short of chairs. Most of the company sat
on four benches arranged in a square. Should they move
back or oblige her to leap the bench? But she managed
deftly to squeeze in between two benches. Like a billiard
ball she shot around the table, clearing the corridor the
guests had made for her. But, as she whisked past Tadeusz,
she caught her flounce on someone’s knee, stumbled and,
in her distraction, leaned her hand on the youth’s
shoulder. Begging his pardon, she took her seat between
him and the Judge. There she sat, ignoring her food,
whirring her fan, fidgeting with the stem, now running
her hand over her collar of Belgian lace, now smoothing
her hair with its bright clusters of ribbon.
After a pause of some four minutes, talk began to pick
up again, this time at the far end of the table: in an
undertone at first, then loud enough to be heard. The
men’s talk ran upon the day’s hunt. A heated exchange
arose between the Notary and the Assessor over the latter’s
bobbed greyhound. Passionately fond of his dog, the
Notary insisted Bobtail had nabbed the hare. To spite
him, the Assessor claimed the laurels for his own
greyhound, Falcon. They sought out the views of the other
guests. Soon everyone around them had taken sides, some
championing Bobtail, others, Falcon, some claiming to
be experts, others, eyewitnesses.
“My apologies, dear,” muttered the Judge to his new
partner at table, “but we had to sit down. We could delay
no longer. The guests were hungry after their long ramble
in the fields. I thought you mightn’t be dining with us
tonight.” At this, after pouring themselves a full goblet,
he struck up quietly with the Chamberlain on a political
theme.
With both ends of the table thus occupied,
Tadeusz took leisure to study the stranger. He recalled
his earlier guess and how right he had been. He blushed;
his heart raced as never before. So the mystery of his
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thoughts stood solved! So it was foreordained that the
lovely creature he had glimpsed in the twilight should sit
at his elbow. True, now that she was dressed, she looked
somewhat taller, for clothes can enhance or diminish a
person’s stature. The other girl had short golden hair;
this woman’s hair was long, raven-black, and curled into
ringlets. No doubt the light had deceived him, for the
setting sun imbues everything with a reddish tinge. He
had not seen her face; it had fled his gaze too swiftly. But
the mind’s eye has a way of divining fair looks. He had
pictured her with dark eyes, a fair complexion, and cherry
lips. This woman’s eyes, mouth, and face were just as he
had imagined. Where the two seemed to differ most was
in age. The little gardener had been but a girl, yet here
was a grown woman. But youth does not probe into a
beauty’s date of birth. To the eyes of a youth all women
are young, all beauties, his peers. A pure-minded lad looks
on every heart’s pride as a tender maiden.
Although Tadeusz was almost twenty and had lived
since he was a boy in the great city of Wilno, he had been
confided to the care of a priest, who raised him according
to the old strict rules. And so the youth had come home
possessed not only of an unsullied soul, a lively mind,
and a guileless heart, but also a strong desire to cut loose.
Even before leaving the city, he had resolved to taste the
long-denied freedoms of country life. He was aware of
his good looks, youth, and vigor. Robust health ran in
his blood; after all, he was a Soplica, and everyone knew
the Soplicas were a stout and sturdy clan, apt at soldiering,
less so at learning.
Tadeusz brought no disgrace on his fathers. He rode
ably, walked with a vigorous stride, and was by no means
dull-witted, though he had shown little scholarly promise
(this despite the small fortune his uncle had spent on his
schooling). Shooting a gun and wielding a sword were
more in his line. He knew he was going for a soldier; his
father had stated as much in his will. And so all through
school he had yearned for the soldier’s drum. But then
his uncle changed his mind. He recalled him home with
plans for marriage and handing down the estate: first a
small hamlet, then the rest of the domain.
All of these gifts and qualities drew the attention of
Tadeusz’s companion, for she had a discerning eye. She
sized up his tall, handsome build, broad chest, and burly
shoulders. She looked at his face, which lit up every time
she met his gaze. Having mastered his initial bashfulness,
he was now staring boldly back at her with a flaming eye.
She returned his gaze. Two pairs of eyes blazed opposite
each other like rorate candles.
She struck up a conversation: in French at first. Seeing
that the lad had been at school in the city, she sought out

